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As a leading full-service global Regulatory solutions and services provider, Freyr has been successful in catering
compliant Regulatory services amid growing competition and rapid technological advancements.

Freyr, a leading, niche, full-service global Regulatory Solutions and Services Company which is headquartered in New
Jersey, USA and has a Global Delivery Center in Hyderabad, India and has regional offices across UK, Germany, UAE,
Canada, Mexico, Singapore, Malaysia, South Africa, Slovenia has won the Excellence Award for its exceptional performance
as a pharma and life sciences Regulatory services, solutions and consulting company.
The GHP (Global Health & Pharma) International Life Science Awards 2018 recognize rapidly evolving companies at all
levels & aspects of healthcare and pharmaceutical sector with emphasis on end-to-end functioning and unmatchable quality.
As a leading full-service global Regulatory solutions and services provider, Freyr has been successful in catering compliant
Regulatory services amid growing competition and rapid technological advancements. With 550+ dynamic Regulatory experts
assisting the clients with a specialized focus on end-to-end compliance, Freyr has supported more than 250 global clients
since its inception, which stand a proven factor for its excellence.
“This is a momentous achievement for Freyr. The recognition reflects on the continuous efforts of Freyr to deliver the best
solutions focusing on the entire Regulatory value chain,” said Suren Dheenadayalan, Co-CEO Freyr. “With a due credit to our
in-house experts, who are benchmarking the best of compliant standards for the betterment of life sciences, we believe that
Freyr’s responsibility to evolve and provide hi-end compliant solutions and services has increased further with this win,” he

added.
Freyr is supporting large, medium and small size global life sciences companies in their entire regulatory value-chain; ranging
from regulatory strategy, intelligence, dossiers, submissions etc. to post- approval or legacy product maintenance, labeling,
artwork change management and other related functions.

